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About This Content

Sir Lora is a squirrel fleeing the Knights of Drey - an apocalyptic order of furry knights who believe in the coming of the Great
Acorn. He’ll join you in Fort Joy (along with his undead cat mount) and follow you through your adventure, sharing his wit,
wisdom, apocalyptic warnings, and even some skill-crafting secrets.
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Recruit a mini-companion with unique storyline, look, and animations
Unlock skill-crafting recipes as you help him on his journey
Discover how deep the secret of the Great Acorn goes…
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Title: Divinity: Original Sin 2 - Companion: Sir Lora the Squirrel
Genre: Adventure, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Larian Studios
Publisher:
Larian Studios
Franchise:
Divinity: Original Sin 2
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2018
a09c17d780
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7 SP1 64-bit or Windows 8.1 64-bit or Windows 10 64-bit
Processor: Intel Core i5 or equivalent
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 550 or ATI™ Radeon™ HD 6XXX or higher
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 65 GB available space

English,French,German,Russian,Polish,Simplified Chinese
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pretty fun game, i actually like it. i just hope more "phone" game comes to Steam (as long there's no PAY2WIN stuff). I loved
this game the first time I played it when it came out and I still love it now :D. You get what you paid for, 4.7K achievements at
minimum price. If you’re an achievement hunter looking to increase the number of achievements on your profile showcase, then
I highly recommend buying this. Else don’t waste your money. This is not a game, it’s just a way of distributing achievements..
$2 bucks is not worth this title. The puck is the size of a dinner plate and grabbing a stick should not be centred but at the
handle. This is nit picking. There is nothing fun about this game. The menu is frusterating. Teleporting works randomly for
some reason there is no pointer from the controller and the menu system is near the ceiling. It took me 5 minutes to figure out
anything. Once I got in and played goalie all I could do was laugh at the little hobbit of a player shooting pucks. If you want to
try a good hockey VR experience try VR Goalie. It's free and actualy feels like a hockey game. Pretty obvious who ever made
this has never played hockey. One nice thing this game does that VR goalie doent is snap your goalie stick to the surface..
It\u2019s a cute and charming visual novel with some dice-based gameplay, enjoyable story, great world building, charming artstyle and nice characters. You will love it, if you are looking for something calming and slow-paced. Music is repetitive and not
remarkable; dices are random and irritate me.
You can call this game \u201clittle witch training simulator with gameplay\u201d: you are an archmage living together with two
students in a tower, each week you decide what your two students will do: study with dices, learn a new magic spell or go for a
quest. Sometimes new faces appear and make your tower their home. Every year exams happen and make your life harder. So,
it's just a calming slice-of-life experience of a mage and his students living by the countryside.
Gameplay: it's your regular visual novel with some dice-based gameplay elements. Visual novel routes are implemented via
quests: to see the ending for specific character you must complete all of character\u2019s quests. Every quest has it's own
deadline and requirements (often a list of spells which your students must learn), so try to plan ahead while playing or resort to
using a guide. Some complex endings require both successful completion and failures for certain quests, and will get specific
diplomas for your students. It\u2019s a very long novel\/training simulator full of interesting, funny, and scary events
R-rated content: Along with an All Ages Steam version, I played a standalone 18+ version. Most scenes featuring "close
contacts" feel totally out of place and unnecessary. It's just like "Ok, we need to place some porn in this game, - Where? - Right
here! - Why? - Because \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 her, that's why."
Characters: You are not a pedophile. Which is lovely.
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P.S. For more awesome hidden gems, follow the steam CRIMINALLY Low Sales curator.. Awesome game, takes me back to
being a kid and pouring hours and hours into this, Jezzball, and SkiFree with my friends on the old Gateway. Honestly, probably
the first game that I ever had to use my brain to solve puzzles. I may have to put on the old Moonshoes, buy some push-pops,
play some Creed and Third Eye Blind in the background and throw on some JNCO jeans to ensure I properly transport myself
back to that time. This game is pure nostalgia for me.. Repetitive, forces you to replay levels in order to get collectibles to
continue playing, and clunky at times. Wouldn't recommend.
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Sidling is completely broken in this version, making a couple minkits impossible to collect. The game's still the Lego Indiana
Jones I remember growing up with however.
Lego games as a whole haven't evolved past light puzzles and easy combat encounters, though I think that gameplay loop works
best with this setting. Unraveling puzzles in derelict tombs feels extremely fun, and each character has a degree of depth to their
abilities not seen in many other Lego games. The levels have a good deal of length to them as well, giving a lot of value to the 18
present in this title. It's not as much of a value as Lego Star Wars: The Complete Saga, but it does a lot with what was available
to Traveler's Tales at the time.
That being said, I wouldn't buy this game full price nowadays. You should definitely give it a shot when a sale hits.. how do i
play this game???. I'm glad this port of the game has been opened up to modders. I played the Atari Lynx port way back in
1990, and I'm also glad the Lynx sound effects were enabled out of the box. I had recorded the Lynx music years ago, but I
downloaded the mod that changed the script to enable the music. Of course I don't expect the Mandelbrot easter egg. Now to
recreate an animation from the Lynx title screen.. This is an age old classic! Imagine my surprise when I found out that it was rereleased on Steam! The good ol' days of Windows 3.1!. It's pretty okay, very nostagic. I miss the old Chip though, now he's a
hipster and thinks he's too good for us.. Super fun clicker game, with an interesting story going for it. 13/10. Sicc Gayme veri
gud mekaniqs xddxdxd. Great story with amazing characters and heartfelt moments. There's an issue with some of the best
characters being really hard to get or are unavailable entirely, but the extra stories fixed it.
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